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in this flow-3d simulation of a 2-d microfluidic palette demonstrates a spatio-temporal control on the
generated gradients. the source and sink are rotated at an angular velocity. also, after every t seconds,

the active access port is deactivated and the next port is turned on. to see the live status of the diffusion
inside the chamber, three line probes are placed in the simulation (marked in red, blue and black,

respectively, in the bottom right window of the simulation). read the blog. automotive fuel tanks hold
significant fuel mass and are subject to constant vehicle accelerations and decelerations. this presents a

structural issue for tank material due to the impact forces. additionally, sloshing of fuel can cause
incorrect reading or damage to measurement devices. shown here is a simulation inflow-3dof fuel

sloshing under acceleration plotting velocity contours. the graph shows transient force magnitude on
fuel tank. flow science offers free teaching licenses of flow-3d to faculty members who are interested in

incorporating cfd software into their course syllabus. applications require a course number and
description. if the application is accepted, a network license forthe appropriate flow-3d product* will be

issued to the faculty member. if you have any questions, please email academicflow3d.com. flow-3d now
uses the dynamic remeshing algorithm. this is a significant advancement over the previous meshing
approach that was used since version 9. in addition, the algorithm can take advantage of all the new

capabilities of the flow-3dmeshing engine. this includes the ability to create a shell mesh on the entire
domain from the entire mesh, which is very useful when modeling complex geometries.
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in this flow-3d 2-d portable simulation, a two-component scalar field is used to model a horizontal strike-
slip fault. this simulation illustrates the ability to model a two-dimensional fault with an arbitrary strike
direction and a plane of weakness. the simulation shows how the fault is formed by diffusion of a shock

wave. flow-3d runtime is a windows platform software for integrating the flow-3d software and its
component applications. flow-3d runtime is available as a standalone software or as an add-on to

flow-3d. flow-3d runtime is available for academic and industrial users at no charge. flow-3d version
11.0.4 has now been released. it provides new features such as the ability to use existing meshes to

create new geological models, mesh refinement, increased calculation efficiency and wms support. you
can download the new version from the following website : flow-3d. to check if your version is compatible

with your system, please see flow-3d compatible software. due to the change in licensing to the
academic version of flow-3d, flow-3d hydro and flow-3d cast are not compatible with flow-3d 11.0.3.

flow-3d hydro and flow-3d cast can be downloaded from the following website : hydro-cast. the flow-3d
model of a residence was created in am version 11.0.4 and is a model of a typical home in the united

states. the house is based on the international residential code (irc). the program allows for three
separate conditions: air infiltration, ventilation, and exterior infiltration. these three conditions were

incorporated into the program via ari to give the model a realistic look and feel. 5ec8ef588b
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